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ABSTRACT 

The investigation of interdlffuslon in the aluminum-uranitan 
sysian and of the effects of applied press\n:e thereon have 
beenl substantially completed. The kinetics of grovth of 
the UAl- phase have been determined in the taaperature range 
iKX)0 to 600°C and at pressures of 1-l/lf, 5 and 10 tsl. The 
origin of the macroscopic defects occurring in the UAl^ layer 
during Interdlffuslon has been clarified. The solubility 
range of UAl^ has been determined by a nuclear track emulsion 
technique to be about 2.6 a/o uranium. Eigsloratory runs have 
been made with incremental diffusion coiQ>les of aluminum vs. 
UAlo and of UAlo vs. uranium discs to determine the grovth 
z«tes of the UAIi|. and UAI2 phases. A theoretical estimate 
has been made of the extent to which presstnre-Induced shifts 
In equilibrium concentrations are inipoirtant in influencing 
intermetalllc layer grovth in the alvminum-uranlum and 
alunlnum-nlckel systems. 
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INTRODOCTION 

The nature of the bond which exists between the fuel-bearing core and the 
surface cladding of a nuclear reactor fuel element is of the utmost 
iniportance, since it must be thermally stable, mechanically strong, and 
capable of good heat transfer. One of the important factors known to 
affect strength and stability is the formation and growth of intermetalllc 
layers at the original bond interface dioring elevated teraperatvu-e service. 
Accordingly, in the present investigation, a fundamental study is under 
way of intermetainic layer growth and other interdlffusional aspects of 
diffusioneil bonding. 

The first phase of the program consisted of an intensive investigation 
of the aluminvmi-nickel system, in which the kinetics of grovth of the 
Ni2Alo and other phase layers were determined as a function of inter
dlffuslon temperature and applied pressure.(1^2,3) As a restilt of the 
work, it was concluded that all thermodynamically stable intermetalllc 
phases appear as layers within the diffusion zone, and that the rate-
controlling factor is volume diffusion. A detailed analysis was next 
undertaken of available theoretical solutions to cases involving diffusion 
in two and three phases in two-ccmiponent systems, so that some quantita
tive appreciation could be gained of the factors influencing volvmie 
diffusion.^^/ It was concluded that the interface concentrations, as 
well as the diffusion coefficients of the individual phases, could be 
important in affecting the course of interdlffuslon. 

In the aluminum-nickel system, it appeared possible to rationalize the 
experimental obsez'vations, including the pressixre-induced diminution of 
layer growth, on the basis of diffusion coefficient considerations alone. 
However, the experimental obsejrvations of LeClaire and Bear on the 
altaninum-Tiranium system, ̂ 5) in which a pressxu^-induced enhancement of 
layer growth was reported, pointed out the necessity of including in 
any phenomenological theory of layer growth a proper evaluation of the 
role played by shifts in Interface concentrations. Therefore, the 
second phase of the present program has been concerned with a study of 
layer formation and growth in the aluminum-uranium system, particiilar 
emphasis being attached to the effects of pressure on interface concen
trations. 

In the immediately previous progress report,^ ' the initial restilts of 
the investigation were reported substantially as follows: 

(a) The acceleration of UAl, layer growth by Increasing applied 
pressure was confirmed. 

(b) The kinetics of growth of the UAlo phase imder applied 
pressures of 5 and 10 tsl appeared to be conventional, 
except in diffusion runs at times less than 3 hours. 

(c) Interesting correlations were shown to exist between annealing 
time, annealing temperature, and applied pressure on the one 
hand, and "Oie nature and distribution of structural defects in 
the UAl^ layer of the diffusion zone. 
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During the present reporting period, the investigation of the kinetics of 
growth of the UAlo layer in the aluminiffii-vu:anium system has been sub
stantially completed, and exploratory rxuis have been made with incrementcQ. 
aluminum vs. UAl^ couples and UAlo vs. uranium covtples to determine the 
kinetics of growth of the UAlg ana UAli^^ phases. A nuclear track emxilsion 
technique has been used to determine the solubility range of the UAlo 
layer. The nature of the macroscopic defect structure occurring in the UAl^ 
layer has been further clarified by means of metallographic and hot hardness 
investigations. FinsuLly, a theoretical estimate has been made of the extent 
to •vrtiich pressure-induced shifts in equillbrivmi concentrations axe iniportant 
in influencing intermetalllc layer growth in the aluminum-nickel and the 
Eilximinum-uranivmi systems. (6) The details of the progress made to date are 
reviewed in the succeeding sections of this report. 

EXFERIMEKEAL PROCEDURE 

The preparation of aluminum-uranium diffusion coiiples was described in the 
previous progress report.(l) For the incremental CLLuminum vs. UAl^ and 
the UAlo vs. vuranlxmi diffusion coiq)les, it was first necessary to prepare 
discs made of bvQk UAlo. This was accomplished by the use of an inter
dlffuslon technique similar to that used in prevlovis work for the prepara
tion of bulk Ni2Al2.̂ -'-' A diffusion couple consisting of an O.075" thick 
uranium disc and an 0.177" thick aluminum disc was interdlffused at 600°C 
for k8 hours under an applied pressure of 10 tsl. The UAlo intermetalllc 
phase formed was then hcsnogenlzed at 720°C for 2if hovurs (to eliminate any 
traces of UAlî . which might have been present) and at 900°C for 168 hoinrs 
within an evacuated quartz capsule. 

Several determinations were made of the uradimi concentration in the UAlo 
layer of an aluminum-\iranivmi diffusion cotQ>le by means of a nucleeu: track 
emulsion technique. An Eastman Kodak type NTA nuclear tracking emulsion 
film was placed in contact with longitudinal sections of diffusion couples 
for several hotirs and then developed. The tracks left in selected areas 
of the emulsion by alpha particles produced in the decay of the u^38 and u235 
Isotopes were then counted with a counting grid magnified to about 750 
diameters on a Zeiss petrographic microscope. The counts were subsequently 
converted to uraniiim concentrations with the aid of suitable UAlo standards 
prepared in the manner described above. 

All other experimental procedures used were conventional. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Physical Appearance of Diffusion Layers: 

It was reported in the previous progress report^ ' that interesting 
correlations exist between the applied pressure, the diffusion tempera-
tare, the diffusion time, and the nature of the macroscopic defects 
occurring within the diffusion zone. Altminimi-turanium coiqiles 
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annealed at low tanperatures (390 C or thereabout) exhibited a "porous" 
appearance in the diffusion zone, the "porosity" being distributed 
uniformly through the UAI3 layer. At higher diffusion temperatures 
(570°C to 600°C), the UAI3 layer was relatively sound except for a 
band of large voids neair the UAI2 - aluminimi interface. The effect 
of an increase in pressure was to diminish the number and size of the 
macroscopic defects. In addition, a two-phase region was found to 
exist in some of the diffusion couples neeu: the UAlo - uranium inter
face, especially in those annealed at 520°C, in >rtiich finger-like 
growths, presumably of UAlg, co-existed with the UAlo phase. It was 
pointed out that the nature of these phenomena was not understood at 
the time. 

A sufficient number of diffusion couples have now been prepared and 
examined to permit some clarification of the microstruct'ure. It 
appears that the grovth of the UAlo phase into the uraniian during 
interdlffuslon is highly irregular, especially in 5aO°C specimens 
annealed for 3 hours or less. As a result, the UAI3 phase isolates 
regions of uraniimi lAiich appear as stringers lying roughly parallel 
to the diffusion direction. Traces of a third phase, identified by 
X-ray diffraction as UAI2, occrur as a fine precipitate euLong the 
bovmdaries between the stringers and the UAI3 matrix. At Increasingly 
greater distances from the UAI2 - uranivmi Interface, the uranium 
Islands diminish in size and number and eventually disappeeo*; also, 
the amount of UAI2 phase precipitate surrounding the uranium Islands 
passes through a maximxim and then decreases and disappears. 

The "porosity" observed in specimens diffused at low temperature is 
connected with the formation of mlcrocracks which ax>parently originate 
in the vicinity of the UAlo - uranium interface (Fig. l). The micro-
cracks appear in the UAlo phase, run transversely to the specimen axis, 
and are confined to regions lying between the xuranium stringers or 
islands. Their shape becomes more oval as their distance from the UAlo 
xiranium interface increases, and give the specimen a x>orou6 appearance 
at low magnifications. It is strongly suspected that crack initiation 
is associated with the formation of the UAI2 precipitate at the peri
phery of the uranium stringers, and that the role played by the UAI2 
phase in affecting interdlffuslon in the alvmilnum-uraiilum system is 
not so insignificant as was hitherto believed. If one considers the 
volume change accompanying the reaction 

U + 2 UAI3 si 3 UAI2 

12.6 2 (12.5) 3 (19.0) A V a +19.^ cc/gram atom 

it is clear that the formation of the UAI2 phase must be accompanied 
by considerable lattice strain. A gram atom in the UAI2 phase con
figuration occupies about 6.5 cc more than a gram atom of either of 
the reactants forming lt.w>8^9) it is well known that the UAlo phase 
is quite brittle at room temperature, as evidenced by the formatlcm of 
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large cracks in the layer which occur ^ e n the diffusion covtples 
are removed from the dies emd when they are rough-ground during 
metCLLLographic preparation* Hot hardness readings taken at elevated 
temperatures indicate that the UAI3 phase maintains considerable 
strength at the lover diffusion temperatures used in this investi
gation, eus the following table shows: 

Temperature Hardness 
(°C) (DPH) 

25 605 
1̂ 50 3to 
550 233 

Thus, at a dlttualoa temperature of 390°C, where the UAlo phase 
probably has a hardness in excess of Î OO DPH, the dilatation strains 
accompanying the formation of the UAI2 phase precipitate could 
initiate fracture in the UAI3 phase. At higher teinperatures, where 
the "porosity" is not observed, the deleterious effects of UAI2 phase 
formation votild be reduced as the ductility of the UAlo phase increased. 
Also, an increeuse in applied pressure wotild lower the thermodynamic 
stability of the UAI2 phase in relation to the neighboring phases and 
would tend to Inhibit its formation. 

The origin of the voids appearing at the higher diffusion tonperatures 
is not clear. As vas Indicated in the previous progress report)-'-' a 
band of macroscopic defects of approximately constant thickness forms 
in the UAlo layer early in the interdlffuslon process and persists in 
the vicinity of the UAlo - alumlnvm interface at all diffusion times 
(Fig. 5, SEP-251). 

One possible explanation is that during the early stages of in-ber-
diffusion, cracks are formed by the same mechanism discussed above, 
^vever, as interdlffuslon proceeds, conditions change, in scxae as yet 
undetermined vay, and cracks no longer form. Marker motion studies 
show that diffusion in the UAlo Interface occurs predominantly by the 
motion of aluminum ions. If the explanation advanced herein is correct, 
one vould expect to see a band of defects near the UAI3 - alumintsn 
Interface and nowhere else, since the defects vould behave as internal 
markers. They would move relative to the UAI3 - uranitmi Interface, 
where the UAlo vas being formed, and exhibit no displacement relative 
to -the UAlo - alumintim internee. 

B. Kinetics of Layer Grovth; 

In the previous progress report, the initial results obtained in the 
measurement of UAlo layer grovth vere discussed. It vas reported that 
the UAlo phase grew vi-th great rapidity, and that increasing e^plied 
pressure incresused the thickness of the UAI3 phase, in confirmation 
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of the observations of LeClaire and Bear and other investigators. The 
growth kinetics at 5 tsl and in the temperature range 520*̂ 0 to 570°C 
appeared to be conventional for diffusion times longer than 3 hours. A 
parabolic grovth law vas obeyed and volume diffusion appeared to be the 
rate-controlling factor. At the earlier diffusion times, however, the 
situation was unclear. 

During the ciu^ent reporting period, additional growth data have been 
obtained for the UAlo phase, particularly at pressixres of l-l/̂ i- and 
5 tsl. The data are listed in Tables I and II; for completeness, the 
layer growth data obtained previously eu-e also Included. The thickness 
data are plot-bed on logeu^thmic sc£LLes in Figs. 2. 3 and h (log thick
ness -vs. log time). In the "temperature range 520 C to 570°C, and for 
times grea-ter than 3 hours, the data conflim the observations made in 
the previous progress report. The 1»00*̂ C data for the 5 tsl runs, 
however, do not obey the parabolic grovth lav. The available 10 tsl 
data are still somevdiat flrâ nen-tary, and additional data are cxu-rently 
being ob-talned. Several inconsistencies occur %diich require resolution. 
The half-hour and three-hour 520^0 points do not lie on the line 
established by the 8- and 2^hour points (the latter are consistent 
vlth -the 5 tsl data). Also, the layer thicknesses of the one-half and 
three-hour points are approxima-tely equal and grea-ter, respectively, 
than the half-hoxu: 570°C and the -three-hour 560°C points. Finally, a 
number of higher pressure runs have been made at 500*̂ C and 600°C. It 
appears from -the results that pressures above 10 tsl no longer increase 
-the UAlo layer -thickness at these -tenpera-tures. 

LeClaire and Bear'5) have reported the existence of a "nega-tive activa
tion energy phenomenon" in ̂ dilch layer thicknesses Increased vlth de
creasing tonperature in diffusion coiqtles annealed in the temperature 
range 520*̂ C to 570°C and at applied pressures of 5 and 10 tsl. The 
1-l/U tsl runs did not show the same anomalous behavior. All of the 
diffusion runs made by LeClaire and Bear vere of 3 hours duration or 
less. In -the present in-vestigation, the "negati-ve acti-vatlon energy 
phenomenon" has not been confirmed in the diffusion runs made at 5 tsl 
for times ranging fl*om 3 hours -to 2k hours. In -view of the micro-
structural changes \diich have been demonstrated -to take place as a 
function of diffusion time in the UAlo phase, it is probable that the 
"ne^tlve activation energy phenomenon" is a -transient effect occurring 
at short diffusion times. The data ob-talned in -the present investiga
tion are less suscep-tible -to transient effects, since "they cover a 
much longer tline span. Variations in layer -thickness due to transient 
effects occvirring initially will obviotisly be a much analler fraction 
of the total layer -thickness at long diffusion times -than at short 
diffusion times. In -the present Instance, it vould of course be 
desirable -to obtain short--time diffusion da-ta as veil, so that the two 
sets of observations co\ild be unequivocally reconciled. Unfortunately, 
-the apparatus used for -this program is not completely suitable for 
short-time runs, since it has a hig^ thermal inertia, and an axypredable 
error de-velops in the mecusurement of -the duration of short-time runs 
(runs lasting less than 3 hours). 

file:///diich
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lt is cus-tomary -to plot kinetics da-ta of -the type shovn in Figs. 2 
and 3 in such a manner as to ob-taln an acti-vatlon energy for diffusion 
in -the In-termetalllc phase. This is done by plotting -the logarl-thm 
of -the redprocsLl of the time required for the interme-talllc phase 
-to grov to a selected cons-tant thickness vs. -the reciprocal of -the 
absolute -teo^era-ture. The conditions vhich must be satisfied -to 
make the procedure a valid one ha-ve been discussed in an earlier 
paper.V3) jn brief, volume diffusion must be the predominant rate-
con-trolling fac-tor for layer grovth, and diffusion should effec-tively 
be occurring only in one phase — -the phase conprising -the bulk of 
-the diffusion zone. In the case of the UAlo phase, -the second 
condition is obviously fulfilled, and at any one of the higher 
-teinperatures the data indlca-te that -volume diffusion is rate-con-trolling. 
A complicating fac-tor arises, hovever, in -that from one -teaonperature to 
•the next -the effec-tive cross-sectional area for diffusion must change 
as the dls-trlbution and kind of macroscopic defects change. Thus, 
•the interpre-ta-tion of "the slope of the In (l/t) "vs. (I/T) plot (\dxere 
t is -the diffusion time -to reach cons-tant -thickness and T -the absolute 
'tesipera'ture) becomes ccoiplicated. In general, one would not e^ect 
-to ob-taln a constant slope under these circtaas-tances. If the data 
of Fig. 3 are replot-ted in -this manner, it nevertheless ttums out 
-that a reasonably straight line is obtained for -the slope in -the 
-temperature range 520°C -to 600°C if -the constant -thickness -value chosen 
is large. These are -the conditions î ilch tend to minimize the in
fluence of -the changes in the effective cross-sectional area for 
diffusion. A -value of about 12,000 cal/mol is ob-talned for the 
estimate of -the heat of acti-vatlon for diffusion in -the UAlo phase 
under an applied pressure of 5 tsl. Since it is the aluminum ions 
\rtiich are diffusing predominantly, -the heat of activation -value is 
-taken -to refer to the energy barrier affecting aluminum ion migration. 
LeClaire and Bear ob-taln a value of about 15,000 cel/vaol, except in 
-the -temperature region vhere -they report a negative heat of acti-vatlon. 

Several explora-toz>y runs vi-th incremental dlffusional coi9>les have been 
completed so that some idea could be ob-talned of the kinetics of growth 
of -the UAli^ phase and the UAlp phase. There seems -to be no special 
difficulty in obtaining kinetics data for the UAli,. phase in UAlo vs. 
alvmilnum couples. One run has been conrple-ted in vhich a UAlo vs. 
alumintxa coviple vas annealed at 600^C for k hours under an applied 
pressure of 2-1/2 tsl. The -thickness of the UAlĵ . phase (Fig. 5) 
vas 0.087 mm — less -than l/25th "the thickness of -the UAlo phase 
ob-talned in an aluminum vs. uraniian couple annealed under similar 
conditions. The diffusion coefficient calcula-ted trcm -this one run 
for the UAljj. phase, using the me-thod outlined in reference (3), is 
about -three orders of magnitude less -than that of the UAlo phase. The 
situation is different in obtaining kinetics data for -the UAI2 phase 
by -the use of UAlo vs. uranium diffusion couples. The at-tempts metde 
-to da-te have proven unsuccessful. Two UAlo vs. uranium coizples have 
been run at &)0°C; one for 72 hours under a pressure of 2 tsl, and 
one for ikk hours under a pressure of 5 tsl. In -the first case. 

file:///dxere
file:///rtiich
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examinatlon of the interface after diffusion revealed a -very thin 
layer of a dark phase, presumably uranium oxide, l e s s than one micron 
-thick, and practical ly no sign of -the UAI2 pheise. In -the second 
case (Fig. 6 ) , the presence of -the UAI2 phase vas observed in 
addition -to -the dark layer, i t s thickness being about two microns. 
Since -the UAI2 phase had occasionally been obseirved -to grov to 
-thicknesses of ko microns in aluminum vs . uranium cot;cples diffused 
under circums-tances -theoretically l e s s favorable for i t s growth 
-than in UAI3 ye, uraniimi couples, i t vas f e l t that -the oxide layer 
vas acting as a diffusion barrier. Consequen-tly, a different scheme 
vas tr ied in which a res-tricted -thickness of aluminimi vas used in 
an GLlumlnum vs . uranitmi cot^le. I t vas e3q>ected that -the alumintan 
vould be quickly depleted, forming -the UAlo phase, and -that sub-
sequen-tly the UAI2 phase vould grov at -the UAlo - tu:aniimi ln"berface 
vl-thout hindrance. Tvo cotqiles vere diffusion annealed under a 
pressure of 10 t s l for ikh hotirs; one at 56o°C and -the other at 600°C. 
Stnrprlslngly, even -thotigh -the UAlo - uranium In-terface vas fl*ee of 
-the dark oxide layer, no layers or UAI2 phase vere found in 
appreciable Idiickness. The conclusion appears inescapable -that the 
formation or grovth of the UAI2 phase i s a -very slov process under 
•the conditions exist ing in a diffusion cotQ>le. 

C. Solubil ity Range of UAl̂  Phase: 

As vas indlca-ted in the pre'vious progress report, •the very rapid 
grovth of -the UAI3 phase during in^terdiffuslon -would be d i f f i cu l t 
•to explain unless an appreciable concen-tration gradient exis-ted in 
the UAlo phase. As a check on •the exis^tence of a so lubi l i ty range 
in -the tJAlo phase, se-veral de-tezminations vere made of •the uranium 
concen^tra^tion at •two locations in •the UAI3 phase layer of an altmintan 
v s . uranitna diffusion cotzple by means of a nuclear •track emulsion 
•technique. The results ob^tained are lis-ted in •the foUovlng -table: 

Sample 

U-Al Covg)le 

Bulk UAI3 
S t̂andards 

25.5 a/o U 

23.3 a/o U 

Loca^tion 

In U 
*In UAI3 near UA1_-U 

boundary 

In UAI3 near 
AI-UAI3 boundary 

— 

— 

Tracks^ 
Mean 

163.2 

98.4 

85.0 

95.0 

83.5 

OJnit Area 
S t̂d. Dev. 

1 3 . 8 

±1 .0 

±3.0 

±3.7 
±2.7 

Uranitan ( 
w/o 

100 

76.0** 

73.3** 

75.2 

72.8 

::on^>osltion 
a/o 

100 

26.3** 

23.7** 

25.5 

23.3 

* In single-phase region of UAI3 phase. 
** Obtained by in^terpolation or ex^trapolation. 
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The so lub i l i t y range of the UA1_ phase i s about 2.6 a/o or 2.7 w/o 
uraniimi. The l imi t s of so lub i l i t y occur a t uranium concentra^tions 
somewhat l e s s •than 23.7 a/<^ ^^^ somewhat grea^ter -than 26.3 a /o . As 
a matter of Incidenta l in-terest, one may use "the Bragg-Kleeman r e 
la t ionship ( H ) to calcula-te -the ranges of alpha p a r t i c l e s in uranium 
and in -the UAI3 phase, and the SLLpha coun-bs ob^tained from the altmiintsn-
uranium covtple •to determine more approxima-te •values of "the vuranium 
concentrations. The -values so ob"talned are 22.i«- a/o and 25.9 a/o 
uranium, as compared t o the more accurate •values of 23.7 and 26.3 a/o 
uranium determined by means of bulk UAI3 s-bemdards of known composition. 

Effect of Pressiure on Layer Growth: 

A theo re t i ca l analysis of the effect of presstire on intermetaJ.llc 
layer growth has been completed and submitted for publica-bion. '" ' 
The purpose of the Einalysls was -to estimate the magni-tude of sh i f t s 
in phase equ i l ib r i a as a function of hydros^ta-tic presstire, and "to 
compare the r e l a t i ve intportance of such changes wi-th -those of pressure-
induced changes in diffusion coeff icients in control l ing the course of 
multi-phase diffusion. In order t ha t some quan-ti-tative i n s i s t in-to 
•the phenomena could be gained, a highly ideal ized case of interdlffuslon 
was f i r s t considered in which the k ine t ics of layer growth were controlled 
by equilibritmi interface concentrations and by "bhe diffusion coeff icient 
in -bhe Interme-balllc phase. An equation was derived \ritiich enables one 
•bo estima-be "bhe r e l a t i ve inrpor-bance -bo In termeta l l lc layer growth of 
pressure-Induced changes in the diffusion coeff icients and pressure-
induced shlf-bs in •bhe interface boundary concentrat ions. The equa^bion 
shows -bhat the impor-bance of equilibrium concen-bration changes depends 
upon the magnitude of •the dlmensionless parameter Z a A./2(Dt)-'-/2 
where A i s "bhe mean interface displacement, D i s •bhe chemical diffusion 
coeff icient of -bhe in^berme-ballic phase, and t i s the interdlffuslon time. 
A given change in concentra-bion becoaes r e l a t i v e l y quite important 'i^en 
Z i s •very small. The magnlttide of changes in concen'bra^bion was e s t i -
mâ bed by an e'valua'bion of •bhe extent -bo which hydrostat ic pressure in 
fluences -bhe phase equ i l i b r i a . A simple geometrical argimient was used 
•bo de-bermine the effects of pressure on the Gibbs free energy cturves. 
I t was shown tha t interes^bing re la t ionships ex i s t be^bween •bhe equillbrltXDa 
concentra^bion changes and be^bween (a) •bhe magni'bude of •the applied 
pressure , (b) "bhe mean a-bcmic -volumes of -bhe phases, (c) -bhe widths of 
-bhe mi sc lb l l l t y gaps, (d) •bhe shapes of -bhe free energy curves, and 
(e) -bhe inc l ina t ions of •bheir common -bangents. Next, -bhe pressure-induced 
increase i n •bhe growth ra-te of -the UAI3 phase of the aluminum-uranium 
sys^tem and the pressure-Induced decrease in growth ra^te of the Ni2Al3 
phase of the aluminum-nickel system were considered. I t was decided 
•that i t may be possible •to r a t iona l i ze -the growth k ine t ics of •the UAI3 
phase on "the bas is of the extent -bo -which pressure Increases the 
equilibrium so lub i l i t y range, but only i f maximum •bheoretlcEil increases 
are allowed. Since i t i s doubtful •bhat -bhese would occur, i t was f e l t 
"that -the al ' tematl 've explanation proposed in -the pre^vious progress report 
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vas preferable. According "bo "bhe lat"ber, a purely mechaniceLL effect 
•was en-visioned; pressure was assimied -bo increase layer growth by 
repressing "the -bendency for "bhe formation of macroscopic defects and 
thus effectively increasing the cross-sectional area avedlable for 
in-berdiffusion. Finally, it was concluded that the pressure-induced 
decrease in "bhe NI2AI3 phase diffusion coefficient is more important 
•bo •bhe growth kinetics of the NiaAl3 phase -bhan equilibrium solubility 
range changes. 

B. Diffusion in •bhe Antimony-Tin System: 

It •was pointed out in previous progress reports •that it would be 
desirable •bo study •bhe kinetics of interdlffuslon in sys-bems in \riiich 
the phase equilibria are relatively simple c<Mi5>ared with those existing 
in "bhe a]umlnum-nlckel and alumintmi-uranium systems. One such is •bhe 
antimony-•bin sys-bem, which con̂ bains one in̂ bermediate phase, p', hâ ving 
a moderately extensi've solubility range and •bwo terminal, solid solu
tions. A minor effort has been under way to measxire •bhe diffusion co
efficients in •the three phases, so that layer growth rates cotild be 
calculâ bed fran •bheory and compared with experimentally determined 
dâ ba. One diffusion co\;̂ le consisting of a disc of antimony-tin alloy 
(3«5 v/o Sb) sandwiched in between two discs of tin has been annealed 
for too hours at 220°C. The diffusion zone has been sectioned in̂ bo 
one-mil incronen^ts, and a concen'tration-penê brâ bion curve is in "bhe 
process of being dê bermined by chemical analysis. 

HJTURE WORK 

The theoretical analysis recently concluded suggests •bhat in-berface con-
cen̂ brations may be changed by pressure enough •bo significan̂ bly affect 
the kinetics of layer grovth. It vould be desirable •bo •verify •this pre
diction e:q>erimentally. Ideally, a syŝ tem is needed for study in which an 
increase in pressvure increases layer growth appreciably — a condition 
which Insures •that the effect of pressure on diffusion coefficients (which 
results in an inhibition of grovth) is of lesser consequence than •the 
piresBiure-Induced shifts in interface concentrations. For -this specific 
ptupose, the altaiilnum-tu:«nlim sys-tem has pro-ven •to be unsatisfac^tory for 
•three reasons: (a) complications occur at •the layer interfaces due to •the 
extremely rapid and irregular grovth of the UAl, layer; (b) •the occurrence 
of pressure-sensiti've macroscopic •voids and ô ther defects "tends •to obscure 
the effect of pressure on in-terface concen-trations; and (c) •the possibility 
cannot be ignored -that -the entire pressure effect may be due •to 'the exiŝ bence 
of •the voids and not "to shifts in •the equilibrium concentrations. To da-te, 
one other sys-tem has been reported(12) ±0, which pressture enhances layer 
growth, and •that is the altaninum-thoritmi syŝ bem. Appeu*ently, •bhe dlfflctaltles 
associated vî th •bhe study of pressure phenomena in •bhe altanintan-uranitan syŝ bem 
are missing. It is •therefore planned •bo ŝ budy "bhe kinetics of layer growth 
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In •bhe alianinian-̂ bhorium system so that •bhe pressure effect may be clari
fied further. 

The effect on intermetallic layer growth of specific mechanisms governing 
interdlffuslon has not yet been demonstrated. In •bhis connection, it is 
felt "bhat valuable information can be gleaned from a ŝ tudy of "bhe effect 
of ordering on the kinetics of growth of an intermedia-be phase. The 
copper-zinc system is well suited for -bhis pvirpose. In •bhe copper-zinc 
system, the body centered cubic "p brass" phase is disordered for all 
compositions at •beniperatures above k68°C and ordered for all compositions 
at teraperattires below k^k^C. Diffusion coefficients have been determined 
as a function of •bemperature for -bhe p phase, bo"th in the ordered and 
disordered S"ba1:»s, (13) and a theoretical picture of the mechanism of 
diffusion in "this and other ordered solutions is emerging.(l^^ 15) It is 
therefore planned -to determine •the gro"wth kinetics of the p phase in 
incranen̂ tal diffusion couples of a-brass vs. 7-brass as a function of 
temperature and pressure in order to determine the effects produced by 
the order-disorder phenomenon. 

It is expected that •the above programs will constitute the major effort 
during the coming yeeir. Also, as time permits, •the work already begun 
in "the antimony-tin system will be continued for the purpose of 
experimen^tally •validating •the -theoretical solutions to •the •three-phase 
two-component diffusion problem. 
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TAELB I 

SUMMARY OF LAYER THICKNESS DATA IN THE ALUMINUM-URANIUM SYSTEM 

Temp. 

("c) 

520 

570 

600 

390 

400 

520 

560 

565 

570 

Diffusion 

Time 
(Hr.) 

3 
3 

16.5 
24 

3 
8 

16 
24 

3 
6.25 

24 

110 

3 
8 

16 
24.5 
72 

3 
8 

16 
24 
24 

3 
8 

16 
24 
29 

24 

3 
8 

16 
24 

UAI3 Layer 

Average Thickness 
(mm) 

1-1/4 TSI Pressure 

0.62* 
1.08 
2.61 
2.6o» 
3.05** 

1.75 
2.79 
3.98 
4.3 * 
4.42** 
1.91 
2.80 
5.07 

5 I'bll Pressure 

4.30 

0.27 
0.78 
1.76 
2.59 
3.59 

2.33 
3-30 
4.09 
4.21 

1.64 
2.78 
4.09 
5.02 
5.44 

5.02 

1.70 
2.96 
4.23 
5.16 

Standard De-viation 
(mm) 

+ 0.02 
•»- 0.03 
+ 0.23 
+ 0.26 
+ 0.28 

+ 0.03 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.08 
+ 0.02 
T 0.13 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.21 

+ 0.06 

+ 0.08 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.02 
-H 0.06 
+ 0.11 

+ 0.02 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.02 
-̂  0.04 
+ 0.03 

* 0.03 
+ 0.03 
+ o.o4 
+ 0.28 
i 0.09 

+ 0.28 

+ 0.02 
+ 0.03 
+ 6.08 
+ 0.05 

* Inaccurate due to irregular growth 
** Maximum values 
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Temp. 

("c) 

600 

480 

520 

54o 

560 

570 

600 

600 

Diffusion 

Time 
(Hr.) 

3 

8 
16 

3 

0.5 
3 
3 
8 
24 

3 

3 

0.5 
2.5 
3 
8 
8 

3 

3 

TABEE I (Continued) 

u 

UAI3 

Average Thickness 
(mm) 

TSI Pressure 

1.99 
2.42 
3.25 
4.59 

10 TSI Pressure 

12 

1.62 

0.85 
1.75 
1.81 
2.55 
4.39 

1.51 

1.68 

0.84 
1.67 
1-77 
2.95 
2.96 

2.04 

TSI Pressure 

2.03 

20 TSI Pressure 

Layer 

(Continued) 

Standard Deviation 
(mm) 

-̂  O.Ql 
+ 0.10 
+ 0.11 
+ 0.06 

+ 0.03 

+ 0.01 
+ 0.07 
+ 0.10 
+ 0.04 
+ 0.07 

+ 0.06 

+ 0.01 

+ 0.02 
+ 0.03 
+ 0.02 
+ 0.02 
+ 0.05 

+ 0.07 

+ 0.03 

600 2.07 + 0.03 
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TABIE II 

SUMMARY OF LAYER THICKNESS DATA IN THE ALUMINUM-URANIUM SYSTEM 

Temp. 

(°c) 

600 

Diffusion 

Tine 
(Hr.) 

4 
24 

Average 

Layer Thickness 
(ann) 

UAlk (UAI3 vs . Altanintan) 

2.5 TSI Pressure 

0.087 
0.146 

Standard De-viation 
(mm) 

+ 0.006 
+ 0.026 

UAlo (UAlo vs. Uranium) 

2 TSI Presstire-

600 72 0.0007 n i l 

5 TSI Pressure 

600 144 0.0019 + 0.0002 
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